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1.0 Introduction
This revised edition of The Forge of the Petty-dwarves is
mostly editorial and structural in nature, but also attempts
to bring it into concordance with other tertiary sources
(such as the ICE “MERP cannon”, Lindëfirion, etc.), and to
adjust the nomenclature to conform to the Tolkien lexicon.
Most of the original text remains, simply corrected, reformatted, and standardized. Some additional material has
been extrapolated and/or expanded. - VJS

1.1

LEGAL DISCLAIMER

The Forge of the Petty-dwarves Revised Edition is a noncommercial, fan-created adventure scenario designed for
the Middle-earth Role Playing (MERP) game by Iron
Crown Enterprises (now long out-of-print). This document
is intended for the personal, private use of role-playing
game (RPG) players and game-masters (GMs), as an aid for
their study and role-playing enjoyment. All references to
the works of J.R.R. Tolkien are the property of Middleearth Enterprises (M-eE) and/or the Tolkien Estate; additionally, MERP and all references to that game system are
the property of Iron Crown Enterprises (ICE). All other
material is the property of the authors, and may not be
offered for sale, nor altered, without permission. Please
note that M-eE has been extremely aggressive against any
perceived infringement of their intellectual property rights.

1.2

SETTING AND REQUIREMENTS

This adventure scenario assumes that the reader is
familiar with the works of J.R.R. Tolkien and the MERP
game system. The GM must have access to the MERP rulebook, and may wish for the relevant maps/modules for the
adventure area chosen; recommended titles:
• #8040 Hillmen of the Trollshaws (background on
Rhudaur and Hillmen)
• #8070 Goblin-Gate and Eagle’s Eyrie (background
on nearby areas and color area map)
• #8080 Rivendell the House of Elrond – background on nearby area and color area maps
• #8103 Trolls of the Misty Mountains (background
of nearby areas)
• #2005 Arnor – regional overview
It also assumes the default date of 1640 T.A. set by ICE,
however, almost any Third Age date, and even into the
Fourth Age, should work fine. The physical setting is in

Rhudaur, among the western slopes and foothills of the
Misty Mountains (Hithaeglir) – although almost any rural
or remote mountainous location should suffice. Other areas
of the Misty Mountains (especially Angmar, or even
Dunland); and some areas in the Grey Mountains (Ered
Mithrin), the Mountains of Shadow (Ephel Dúath) in Ithilien (or even Harondor, Near Harad, or Khand), the White
Mountains (Ered Nimrais) of Gondor, or even the Ash
Mountains (Ered Lithui) of Mordor, might work well too,
with appropriate modifications. The antagonists described
herein are primarily rural men and Orcs of the mountains,
with access to limited resources, so these points should be
considered when choosing details. It is also assumed that
the party is aligned on the side of the Free Peoples (or at
least not opposed to them), and against Darkness.
The difficulty level is set for low-level PCs (4 – 8 PCs
with 5 – 15 combined levels), but can be adjusted for
higher-level parties; suggestions: for higher level of play,
simply increase by 1-2 the levels of the three main
antagonists (Gorkal, Baurg, and Thôrgal), and/or add four
more guards, and add 8 – 12 goblin Scouts. A party focused
on combat capabilities will probably do best.
The Player Characters should be low level at this point,
since this is meant to be the beginning of a campaign, ‘The
Shadow in the North’.
Remember that most adventure scenarios, including this
one, are adaptable to any role-playing game system, and are
somewhat flexible as to setting, both time and place.

1.3

DEFINITIONS/TERMS

Ad = Adunaic; S = Sindarin; Q = Quenya
• Dîrgol – S: cloak[ed]-man (cf. Thingol)
• Thôrgal – Ad: son [of] Gal
For dimensionally-challenged Americans, read distances
in meters as simply yards. Close enough.
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2.0 The Tale
2.1

INTRODUCTION

It has been four years since the Great Plague of T.A.
1636, and the Shadow of Sauron has not darkened Middleearth since his defeat at the hands of the Last Alliance.
However, his most loyal servants, such as the Witch-king of
Angmar, prepare the return of their dark lord. And while he
awaits the hour, his minions attack humans, elves and
dwarves, seeking to weaken them for the war that will start
once Sauron returns.
An orc patrol of the Ashkai tribe, which returned to
Angmar after a raid in Rhudaur, accidentally found what
seemed to be ruins from the Second Age. The orc chieftain
leading the patrol discovered that it was the ruins of an
ancient dwarven city, a citadel of the Petty-dwarves. These
dwarves were descendants of an ancient tribe exiled from
eastern Middle-earth and that settled in the ancient land of
Beleriand. There they isolated themselves from the outside
world and dwindled in spirit and skill. They eventually
disappeared, and now only their works survive.
After hearing the news, the Witch-king has dispatched a
small orc troop to scout the ruins and determine their
potential usefulness as a base of operations for the next war
against the kingdoms of the north, Cardolan, Arthedain, and
Rhudaur. Without knowing it, the PCs are going to start
with a simple search and rescue mission and end up to their
neck in one of the plots of the Witch-king.

2.2

SUMMARY FOR THE GM

The players begin searching for a missing nobleman, but
run head-first into one of the plots of the Witch-king. If
they dare explore the Citadel, they will have to move
stealthily and look out for the many dangers it contains,
both in the form of lethal traps and orcs. They have the
slight advantage that the orcs themselves are still exploring
their new fortress and are not yet familiar with all its
secrets.
Gorkal, Baurg and the orther orcs are not terribly
dangerous on their own, but a direct confrontation against
their numbers could easily result in lethal consequences for
the PCs.
Thôrgal is an agent of the Witch-king, as well as a magic
user of not inconsiderable power. He shouldn’t be defeated
by the players and ultimately will try to escape. If he does,
it is likely that the players will find him again soon (he
features in The Sacrifice, the sequel to this adventure).

In regards to the flooding of the Vault Level, if the party
fails to find the High Priest’s book, it is suggested that the
GM be coy in regards to the correct method to open the
final gates. Even if the PCs use relevant skills or magic to
learn about the opening procedure, they shouldn’t be
provided with the detail that a dwarf needs to do the
opening, unless they ask explicitly about this detail.

2.3

HISTORY OF THE CITADEL

As mentioned above, these are the ruins of an ancient
citadel built by the Petty-dwarves during the Second Age.
Its makers were never a great tribe and have long since died
out, leaving their work abandoned, until the Askhai orcs
who were returning to Angmar after doing some raiding in
Rhudaur, happened to find the gates of the citadel inside a
cave where they had chosen to camp.
Unable and unwilling to explore these on their own, the
orc chieftain reported the finding to Angmar. The Witchking, genuinely interested, dispatched a small force of
wolf-riders to scout the place and evaluate its potential
worth as fortress and base of operations. Since it is located
not far from Dúnedain territory, the orcs have been given
the strictest orders to avoid discovery and fighting the
locals.
The orc commanders are Baurg, actually a half orc, and
Golkar, an Askhai orc from Angmar. They lead a small
horde of some fifty warriors and twenty wolf-riders, plus
their mounts. Nevertheless, since the Witch-king is somewhat skeptical of their ability to carry out his orders, he has
put his senior agent in the area, Thôrgal, as overseer of the
entire operation. Thôrgal is a spy, a Black Númenórean
who has been posing for years as a most respectable citizen
of Etraim and who has accepted the new task only reluctantly. He trusts orcs about as far as he can throw them –
and rightly so – and fears the possibility of his true identity
being exposed as a result of their doings.
The orcs have been living in the dwarf citadel for two
weeks now, scouting it and preparing it for its new purpose.
In order to avoid “surprises”, they have wolf-riders exploring the forest all the time. A couple days ago, there was a
serious incident, but they are starting to relax after seeing
that nothing seems to have come out of it.
GM Note: The serious incident being, of course, Hëlse’s
run-in with the orc patrol. Prior to the incident, the orcs
only had two patrols outside at a given time, but now they
have four. There is a change of the guard every eight hours
and if any of the patrols fails to report in time, the orc
commanders will literally double surveillance efforts both
outside and inside the citadel.
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3.0 NPCs
3.1

GOLKAR

Background
Golkar the Orc is well trained in melee combat. Born to
the Askhai tribe, he still serves its current chieftain, Skull.
Born with a slight limp, he was generally scorned by his
brothers and was very lucky indeed to be born in a tribe
that does not follow the tradition of eating young that show
such obvious weaknesses. Nevertheless, he grew hating
everyone and everything, which earned him a welldeserved reputation of being a brutal, merciless warrior that
allowed him to rise in standing within the tribe. Currently,
he is commander of a small burka of his lord’s personal
guard. This position has earned him a large number of
enemies that hope to replace him, including Baurg the
demi-orc, bastard son of Skull.
Golkar’s current task involves turning the ancient
dwarven citadel into a base of operations. To do this, he
commands 50 orcs and 12 wolf riders. Golkar always
carries the key for the gate of the chamber marked 19 in the
Entry Level map.
Items of note
Golkar owns several magic items gained during his raids
as former lieutenant of Veiger. He owns a one-handed axe

Golkar

(+15 OB) that can be thrown and flies back to his hand
twice a day. He also owns a magic shield (+10 DB) and a
masterwork helm (+5 DB).

3.2

BAURG

Background
Some twenty five years ago, Skull, then not yet chieftain
of the Askhai, led a raiding party against human settlements
near the Misty Mountains. During this operation, he
captured the beautiful wife of a farmer whom he decided to
keep as slave. Some time later, Baurg was born and Skull
made him live with the rest of the orc children. Life was
hard for the young half-orc, who was hated by the human
slaves and the orcs alike.
In spite of this, Baurg grew into a brutal warrior who
earned himself a position of leadership through sheer
savagery. Skull heard about him and eventually decided to
give him the Black Dagger as a gift, as well as appoint him
as member of his personal guard. Currently, Baurg is
finding his mission in the Citadel quite frustrating and has
taken to insulting Golkar, calling him Smahuka (Orc. Little
fatso) in front of the orc warriors. He hopes to see him
removed from his position, so that he may claim it and get
closer to his father this way.

Baurg
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Items of note
Baurg owns two precious treasures, a masterwork
scimitar (+15 OB, non-magical) and his greatest treasure, a
Black Dagger. This weapon belongs to a secret and bloodthirsty organization that is ultimately loyal to the Witchking of Angmar.
The Black Dagger gives +10 to the offensive bonus,
returns to his hand after being thrown thrice a day and its
hilt hides a small reservoir where he stores three doses of
Silmaana, a lethal poison (level 9) that will be injected into
his opponents if he manages to cause a critical C or above
with his dagger.

3.3

THÔRGAL LEIN

Background
Thôrgal, of the race known as Black Númenóreans, was
born in Far Harad. Interested from an early age in the
secrets of magic, Thôrgal learned as much as he could from
his teachers, before leaving his homeland looking for
deeper mystical lore elsewhere. His search brought him to
the kingdom of Angmar, where he sought to learn blackest
magic. He became a priest of the fell kingdom’s dark
religion, but his physical similarity to the Dunedain of
Eriador resulted in him being recruited by the organization
led by the Angûlion, spymaster and steward of Angmar.
After becoming a spy, he became Baran, trader of fine
wines and spices. This cover identity allows him to travel
all over Eriador unmolested. He currently leads a small sect

Thôrgal Lein

in Etraim and is the unwilling overseer of the orcs working
in the Citadel. He is ambitious and utterly unscrupulous, so
he much prefers back-stabs over direct confrontations. He
knows the spell lists Essence Hand, Essence Perceptions,
Spell Ways, Spirit Mastery, Darkness Law (actually it is
Light Law but substitute Darkness instead of Light), Fire
Law, and Lofty Bridge to level 5.
Items of note
He owns a disemboweler (+15 offensive bonus).
Thôrgal’s looks like a large dagger or small short sword
that contains a mechanism in the hilt, which releases two
secondary blades inside the enemy when activated. Mechanically, if a C penetration critical is inflicted, the victim
suffers two B slash criticals plus an automatic loss of 2 HP
per round. If the disemboweler hasn’t been opened, it can
be thrown as a normal dagger. He also owns a brooch for
his cloak that doubles his magic power (×2PP multiplier).

3.4

DISDRE SOFTFOOT

Background
Disdre is the daughter of Mayol Softfoot, innkeeper of
The Merry Salmon in Etraim. She is a healer that has tried
to follow the footsteps of her mother, Naisiel, who died
during the Great Plague. She helps her father with the
family business and hasn’t had too many troubles for it, in

Disdre Softfoot
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spite of many proposals of a carnal nature. Truly, she is in
love with Hëlse, only son of the local lord. Both are willing
to marry soon.
Disdre is overall an inexperienced young lady, often on
the defensive, but always willing to help a good cause. In
terms of spell-casting, she knows the spell lists Nature’s
Lore, Surface Ways and Calm Spirits.
Items of note
Disdre has a magic masterwork dagger (+10) that flies
back to her hand after being thrown thrice a day. She also
has a fur-lined cloak (+10 Foraging) that belonged to her
mother. Finally, she owns a small silver ring that lets her
cast two extra spells a day.

More recently, he has gone hunting, found orcs, killed
one of them (and the warg he was riding, too), hidden in a
cave, fallen through a hole in the ground of said cave and
spent a number of hours floating in very cold water. When
the players find him, he will be exhausted and nearly
unconscious.
Items of note
Hëlse is missing most of his equipment, since he had to
abandon much of it while being chased by wolf riders.
Those that weren’t found and taken by the orcs, were with
his horse and returned to town with the animal. Besides the
clothes on his back, he only has been able to keep his
masterwork short sword (+10).

3.5

3.6

HËLSE JEINAL

Background
Hëlse is the only son of Baron Jeinal of Etraim. After the
death of his mother during the Great Plague, Hëlse has
been taking care of his old, ill father. As heir of the fief, he
has been forced to take over most of the day to day
administration. He intends to marry Disdre… as soon as
they can get their fathers to agree with their plans, though
he is worried about the rumours floating around.

Hëlse Jeinal

DÎRGOL

Dîrgol is an enigmatic Healer (Animist), a Dúnadan, who
lives just outside town. Whatever the locals may think of
him, he proved valuable during the plague, so they gladly
tolerate his eccentricities. He is prone to wander abroad, or
in the nearby woods, ostensibly searching for herbs and
such, and may not be at home for periods of up to a
fortnight.
Dîrgol’s home is an eclectic stone “hut” on the outskirts
of town. The place is jam-packed with oddments of all
description, from books to knick-knacks to an artefact or
two. There is also a fairly large collection of herbs, liquids,
powders, etc. – he seems to spend a lot of time collecting
ingredients and concocting healing ointments, potions,
salves, and such. Dîrgol seems to know exactly where to
locate anything, but anyone else will be just searching
randomly through “piles of junk”. He also keeps a number
of pets, including cats, birds, and a pair of rather meanspirited guard dogs.
Dîrgol is in fact an agent of Arthedain, tasked with
keeping an eye on events in and around Etraim and the
High Pass. He is also a friend of Elrond and the elves of
Rivendell. He has just become aware of Thôrgal and his
crew, and is actively seeking to expose them, but has yet to
come up with a viable plan. He is most concerned about the
large size of the Orc band, compared to the local militia. He
will be most agreeable to assist any party that may present
him with an opportunity to do so.
Items of note:
Dîrgol’s quarterstaff is a ×3 PP multiplier (Channelling)
as well as a +10 weapon.
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4.0 Sites
4.1

AREA MAP1

2.

This map details the main points of interest in the barony
of Etraim for adventuring purposes.
1. Etraim. The town where the adventure begins.
Dreen Ford is nearby. The area around the ford is
good for farming, so there are many outlying
homesteads here.
2. Approximate location of the cave and Forge.

4.2

ETRAIM: TOWN MAP

The main road between the Bruinen Ford and the High
Pass runs through Etraim. It is the last haven for those
travelling eastwards across the Misty Mountains. Etraim is
fairly typical for the settlements of Rhudaur created by the
Dunedain, and downright cosmopolitan in comparison with
the not-too-distant hillman villages to the north. Indubitably, the centre of power here is the Baron’s castle, built
upon a rocky hill.
Etraim owes its prosperity primarily to trade along the
great road, and to the excellent quality of its animal stock.
The town’s annual fair, celebrated during the summer
solstice, brings to town merchants from places as distant as
Bree, Fornost Erain, Tharbad, and Maethelburg.
1. Castle. Built on top of a steep hill. The access road
goes across a bridge that begins on an adjoining
1

3.

4.

5.

hill and which connects with the castle’s own
drawbridge.
Abandoned Temple. Once one of Arnor’s Houses
of Healing, this ancient building was for a time
used as a temple devoted to the worship of
Yavanna, until the Barons decided to put an end to
this heresy by sealing the building. Currently, the
building’s state of disrepair makes walking near it
a concern and the Baron is considering whether he
should just tear it down. Meanwhile, some stubborn Valar worshippers gather to pray in a forest
near town.
The Merry Salmon Inn. Literally the only inn in
town. Mayol the innkeeper is honest and deals
fairly with all travellers and guests who do not
cause undue amounts of trouble.
Market. This great hall is where crop produce,
livestock and assorted agrarian products for sale
change hands during the weekly market. More
importantly, it is also the place where deals made
during the annual fair are signed and ratified by the
Baron or his representatives.
Dîrgol’s House. This surprisingly nice house is the
“hut” used by Dîrgol when he is in town. Most
think him just a crazy old man (albeit a useful one,
clearly skilled in the ways of the healer), but
Dîrgol is actually an agent of Arthedain who keeps
an eye on the activities of Angmar in this area.

Etraim does not appear on the original ICE MERP maps,
and has been added here.
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4.2.1 The Merry Salmon Inn
The only inn in Etraim. Mayol Softfoot is the proud
owner and his daughter Disdre helps him, along with two
hired helpers. It is an excellent place to obtain information
about the region, stay the night or enjoy a good beer.
1. Private rooms. The inn has three small but furnished private rooms, where customers may hold
meetings or celebrate, without being bothered by
the rest of the clientele.
2. Common room. Truly the heart of the inn. The
place in which farmers, merchants and other
patrons can wet their whistles after a long day of

work. It goes without saying that it is also the
place in which news and rumours are exchanged,
so those blessed with sharp ears can often glean
information of interest by listening here. There is a
small stage near the main entrance where
musicians or bards will sometimes perform in
exchange for a few coins.
3. Lobby. Just a small lobby that connects with the
kitchen, the stair to the second floor, the back door
and the private rooms of Mayol’s family.
4. Cellar stair. Behind the counter there is a small
door and a stair that goes down to the cellar.
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5. Helper’s quarters. These are the rooms for the
helpers that assist with the inn. Currently, Disdre is
using one of the rooms.
6. Mayol’s chamber. The innkeeper uses this room.
He usually doesn’t keep valuables here (he uses a
hiding place in the cellar instead). Also, since he is
a widower who reveres the memory of his late
wife, he only sleeps in the room.
7. Kitchen. This large kitchen is the birthplace of the
many famous dishes that have made the fortune of
the inn. There is one cook, old Arna, who does
most of the work, with Disdre helping when
possible.
8. Stables. The mounts belonging to the guests are
kept here. There is always a good amount of feed
and straw. Horses are very appreciated in these
parts and few would ever mistreat one.
9. Backyard. There is a well that provides clear water.
The gates are closed at midnight and the only way
to access the inn after that hour is through the main
entrance.
10. Individual bedrooms. Not particularly luxurious,
but very comfortable. They can be locked, should
the guest wish to do so.

11. Lavatories. One next to the common room, another
upstairs.
12. Common bedroom. For those guests of limited
means. Cheaper, reasonably clean and certainly
safer than sleeping outdoors. However, there are
dangers to sleeping next to potentially unscrupulous individuals who might be tempted to steal
from their room-mates.
13. This room is used both for storage and (sometimes) as a gambling den, where patrons play dice
or cards after paying Mayol a small fee. Behind
some heavy boxes, there is a little door, Very Hard
(-20) to locate, which opens to a tiny room (‘a’ on
the map) in which Mayol keeps a small chest. The
lock is Hard (-10) to pick, but inside there are two
jade gems (each worth about 12 gold coins) and
150 gold coins in two small money bags, as well as
a masterwork dwarven dagger (+10 offensive
bonus) with a rune that makes it return to the hand
of its owner thrice a day, and a fur lined cloak (+10
Foraging). Both magic items once belonged to
Disdre’s late mother.
GM Note. If Disdre joined the search, she will have
taken both dagger and cloak from the chest.
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4.3

THE PETTY DWARF CITADEL

In the mid Second Age, a small tribe of Petty-dwarves
migrated to the territory of modern Rhudaur. The tribe
found a limestone hill with a core of dense rock full of
gems and precious ores. Starting with a cave carved by
water over the centuries, they started the construction of
what would become one of their most ambitious works, an
entirely new citadel, designed to surpass all their previous
works and meant to become a truly impregnable fortress.

4.3.1 Entry Level
1.

Main entrance. The citadel has a single entry point
with gates carved out of stone and engraved with
scenes from the history of its makers. The left door
contains images of a battle against a dragon (possibly
Glaurung) and a bas-relief depicting several things
related to metal-working, such as a roaring fire and
an anvil. The right door shows the migration of the
tribe, and some of the things they created over the
years such as weapons or cut gems. Left and right of
the door, there are two statues of ancient
dwarven kings. After crossing the
entrance, they will see in the floor some
holes (once used to secure a portcullis
against potential intruders). There are
two orc warriors standing guard near the
entrance. If attacked, they will run to
alert the larger group housed in Room 2.
GM Note: You can see a drawing of the
aforementioned gates on the second
page. Show it to the players!
2. Guardroom. Once used by the petty
dwarf guards who watched the gates.
Currently, there is a group of five orcs
here who do exactly the same.
3. Quarters of the guard. Piles of straw,
personal belongings stored in burlap
sacks, and half-rotten food reveal the
current purpose of this room. If anyone
dares to steal from the personal
belongings of an orc horde, they’ll find
up to 25 bronze coins.
4. Lavatory. The orcs don’t bother to use
this room for its original purpose. They
currently are using it as a cell.
GM Note: In the unlikely event of a PC
being captured by orcs, he’ll be
imprisoned here with hands bound
behind his back. Meanwhile, those dead
at the hands of the orcs get to be the
main dish for the day.
5. Stables. Currently, the few wargs that
are resting after coming back from
patrol duty are kept there. Usually, there
will be four of the beasts at any given
time.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.

16.

Storehouse. The orcs are leaving here what’s left of
the wargs’ meals. There is a trap door in the corner
that gives access to the underground river that flows
under this chamber.
Cellar. Here is where barrels of wine, beer and
spirits, along with dry food were stored in the glory
days of the citadel. There is little left now that the
orcs have gone through the place, but in one of the
walls there is the entrance to a secret passage that is
Very Hard (-20) to spot.
Secret passage. After pushing open a section of the
wall, one encounters stairs that go up to the Forge
Level. Pushing open the wall requires the combined
strength of at least two strong characters, since the
inadequate maintenance has left the secret door half
jammed.
Cold cellar. Here is where perishable foodstuffs
where preserved back in the day, thanks to a clever
combination of frost magic and water provided by
the nearby underground river. The orcs have no use
for the room, except to torture animals or prisoners.
Anyone imprisoned inside without warm clothing
(and orcs usually throw in their prisoners naked) will
suffer from a +25 Cold attack for every ten rounds
spent in the chamber.
Hall. Two latrines in the east side of the room are the
only noteworthy feature.
Kitchen. Where food was once prepared for hungry
dwarf miners.
Herbarium. They used to keep here the spices used
with the food, as well as some healing plants, but
right now there is nothing useful left.
Dining hall. Self-explanatory.
Common bedroom. Upon coming of age, the
Naugrim started living with other unmarried dwarves
in this room.
Private quarters. Entrance to the dwelling place of an
unusually large family. There is little left, but a
stubborn searching may locate (Extremely Hard
Perception roll) a flagstone that sounds unlike the
others and under which there is a hidden purse
containing 25 silver coins.
Lobby of the Jewelers. This hall gave access to the
quarters of the master goldsmiths and jewelers.
Currently, two orcs control movement through this
area.

17. Library. In the walls of this room there are several
thousand books containing a great deal of knowledge
about mining, gem-cutting and metallurgy. Alas,
everything is written in Khuzdul, so its usefulness is
rather limited for those who don’t know the secret
dwarven language.
18. Hall of the Cutters. Here is where the craftsmen cut
and polished the gems extracted from the mines
below. Behind a formidably thick steel door, there is
a room in which unfinished jewels and gems were
kept. Unlocking this door requires a Sheer Folly (50) manoeuvrer, so only the very lucky or skilled can
hope to open it without the key (which Golkar keeps
in his person at all times). Two orc warriors stand
guard here at all times to ensure that nothing funny
happens.
19. Treasury. There is an extremely respectable amount
of wealth here in the form of gemstones, gold and
jewels stored in several coffers. Contents include:
• 1d100 mithril coins, 5d100 gold coins, 10d100
silver coins.
• 5d10 gems, each worth approximately 10 silver
coins.
• 3d10 rings, brooches and assorted jewels. Total
value is approximately 200 gold coins.
• 4 jewels (of choice) that provide four additional
points of power to either Essence or Channelling.
• 2 jewels (of choice) that double the number of
points of power to either Essence or Channelling.
• 3 jewels (of choice) containing spells of up to third
level.
• 1 jewel (of choice) containing spells of up to fifth
level.
GM Note: Treasure can and should be modified to
better fit the needs of an adventure. The list above is
merely a suggestion. In any case, the treasure has
been declared property of the Witch-king and anyone
who claims it is likely to gain the personal hatred of
the Ringwraith ruler.
20. Workshop of the Goldsmiths. The very best dwarven
craftsmen created their greatest works here, along
with the sporadic help of elven and human
spellcasters to create truly powerful artefacts.
21. Quarters of the guard. This was the residence of the
dwarf warriors back in the day. There is a small
compartment here with a lever that can be used to
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22.
23.
24.

25.
26.

27.

28.

29.
30.

31.

activate the traps and portcullis of this level of the
citadel. Currently, all traps are disabled, but if
intruders are detected they will be reactivated at
once. The orcs who aren’t doing patrols or guarding
the gates stay here, so there is about 20% chance of
running into 1d10 orcs at any given time. There is a
changing of the guard every six hours or so.
Great Hall. An enormous room once used for feasts
and festivities. Not used by the orcs currently.
Hall.
Temple of Mahal. The Maker of the
Dwarves, known to others as Aulë, was
worshipped here. There are two small
chapels (marked 25) for those who wish to
pray without being disturbed.
Chapel.
Hall. The quarters of the Lord of the Citadel
and his family are in the level above going
up through the western stair, while the
eastern door is the access to the High
Priest’s rooms. There is a trap door in the
south eastern corner that gives access to the
underground river that flows under this
level.
Library. Here is where the High Priest kept
his collection of books about religion,
magic and holy matters. To the south, there
is the door of a private lavatory.
Bedroom of the High Priest. Behind a false
stone in the wall there is a hole that contains
a silver holy symbol that can be used to cast
Resurrection twice a month [Translator’s
Note: Straight from the original, this], a ring
that triples power points for users of
Channelling, and a book that talks about the
construction of the citadel and its secrets,
such as traps and secret passages. The fake
stone is Very Difficult (-20) to find.
Stairs to the Second Level.
Stairs to other levels. These stairs located in
the heart of the citadel give access to both
the Second Level and the Vault Level.
Freight elevator. This space contained an
ingenious device that allowed the dwarves
to move carts between the mines, the Vault
Level and the Forge Level.

4.3.2 Second Level
This level contained the quarters of Naugrim families,
pens and even orchards. Large windows open to the outside
allowed sunlight to reach these depths.
1. Freight elevator.
2. Garden. The combination of large holes in the ceiling
and a cunning array of mirrors allowed plants to
grow in this area.
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3.

Pens. Just as with the gardens, this room is well lit,
which once allowed the dwarves who lived here to
keep their animals in good health, in spite of their
underground lifestyle.
4. Stairs from the Entry Level. These stairs are the
same identified as 29 in the Entry Level map. The
landing where they end contains a Stake Pit Trap
(details in next section).
5. Metal gate. This gate that gives access to the rooms
of the Lord of the Citadel is protected by a rune of
Shock Bolt. It’ll activate whenever it is touched by a
non-dwarf character, firing a beam of light (+40
offensive bonus) towards the intruder.
6. Tapestry corridor. Once beautiful tapestries hang in
the walls of this corridor, showing images of
dwarven everyday life and remarkable historical
events.
7. Hall of the Smiths. This room was used for meetings
of the dwarf smiths. Currently, it is being used by a
group of seven orcs, whose belongings contain
roughly 45 bronze coins.
8. Hall of Weaving. The womenfolk of the citadel used
to gather here to weave cloth.
9. Hall of the Tanners. They made leather for various
purposes from the animals they kept in the pens.
10. Lobby. This hall was the access to the quarters of the
Craftsmaster of the Citadel, the best metalworker
among all the resident dwarves and second only to
the Lord when the Petty-dwarves still lived here.
Currently, four orcs stand guard here at all times.
11. Bedroom of the Craftsmaster. Currently being used
as the private quarters of Golkar, the leader of the
orcs that have occupied the citadel. There is a 20%
chance of finding him at any given time. Otherwise,
he’ll probably be in the hall marked 6 in the Vault
Level map. A meticulous search will reveal a loose
floor tile under the bed, if the PCs are successful in
an Extremely Difficult (-20) manoeuvrer. Under this
tile, Golkar has hidden a small money bag with
twenty five gold coins, “his” share of the loot.
12. Baurg’s Bedroom. The demi-orc has claimed for
himself this large room. One of the walls was
damaged by a recent tremor that opened a crack that
gives access to the well in which Hëlse fell. There is
a 20% chance of Baurg being home at any given
time. If he encounters intruders, he’ll try to slay them

using his Black Dagger. If he finds himself
outmatched, he’ll flee and summon the orcs guarding
10 for help.
13. Hall of the Lord. Where the ruler of the Citadel held
audience for his subjects and the most distinguished
visitors.
14. Rooms. These chambers housed the Lord of the
Citadel, his family, their personal servants and,
rarely, honoured guests.
15. Small halls. Currently empty of all things of interest.
Historically, they were used for several different
purposes.

4.3.3 Forge Level
This level was the true heart of the citadel, more so even
than the Vault Level. It was here that the Petty-dwarves
created their greatest works, here that their craft reached its
zenith. Storehouses full of raw metal, forges… everything
is still there, still ready to use after all the centuries since
the fires of the Forge last burned.
1. Freight elevator access. A platform allows the
dwarves to raise or lower carts to or from the mines
below, move their finished works or store the
valuables in the safety of the Vault Level. From top
to bottom, the hole of this system spans 150 m, so
falls will almost certainly result in death. Despite the
long lack of use, the mechanism remains fully
operational and can be activated with levers in the
side of the platform.
2. Stairs to the mines. A stair of exactly one thousand
steps gives access to the mines. Originally conceived
as an emergency evacuation method in case the
elevator mechanism failed.
3. Forges. Here the metal purified by the foundry was
shaped into ingots, weapons, armour and other
works.
4. Cart room. Control centre for the rail system used to
move around the mine carts. There are several levers
in the wall that can be moved to change the track.
Note that the carts are heavy and two strong
characters would be needed just to move one.
5. Foundry. The ore was brought in with the carts and
put into the smelting machines, to extract the pure
metal.
6. Metal storage. Once purified by the foundry, the
carts were used to bring to these rooms the resulting
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8.

Secret passage. The most important of
the secret passages of the citadel. This
secret route takes whoever follows it to
the treasure vaults in the Vault Level
without going through the obvious, trapridden route. A statue in the other side of
the rails holds a club that opens the
passage when it is moved to the right.
Finding this mechanism is Extremely
Difficult (-30).

4.3.4

7.

ingots, which were put in large piles. Nowadays,
there are still large piles of copper, tin, steel and
other common metals in here. However, there is no
gold, silver or mithril, since valuable metals were
turned into coinage and put in the Vault Level,
below.
Secret passage. These stairs go up to the location
marked 8 in the Entry Level map. It is just as hard to
spot as the one above.

4.

Vault Level

The fruit of the labours of several generations
of Petty Dwarves, a treasure worthy of a
dragon, has been hidden in the darkness of this
level. However, reaching this fabulous wealth
will not be easy. There are traps, many, and
possibly even a flood to worry about. PCs will
need skill and plenty of it to reach the loot,
particularly because the orcs haven’t been idle
and have been trying to gain access since their
arrival.
1. Freight elevator.
2. Cart room. Here ends the rail system for
the carts that came through the elevator.
The steel gate of this room will only
open if the rails in front of it are
supporting at least 250 kg. Each cart is
120 kg heavy when empty, so bringing it
here is not enough. PCs will need to load
it with something (members of the party
being
the
most
obvious,
less
cumbersome option).
3. Stair. This stair comes from the Entry
Level. A poem of sorts written in the
dwarven tongue with large runes made of
silver warns would-be thieves of the
dangers they face: Beware the corridor,
where you will only find pain.
Corridor of Pain. The dwarven engineers put a dozen
traps here to block access to the Hall of Harmony,
making it fairly difficult for the players to navigate
its dangers. If Gorkal, Baurg or Thôrgal are in the
Hall of Harmony, the traps in this section will have
been deactivated and three dead orcs will mark the
location of three.
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7.

Gates of the Treasury. These gates look much like
the main gates of the Citadel, only these are made
from adarcer. Only a dwarf may open these gates by
touching them and saying the name of Mahal
(something that the party will learn by reading the
High Priest’s secret book). If a non-dwarf tries to
open them or the wrong word is used, nothing will
happen. If a non-dwarf touches the door and says the
name of Mahal, the whole level will be sealed and
flooded within 12 rounds by the waters of Swan
Lagoon. After four hours, the water will be drained
away by an automated mechanism and the level
unsealed, though the party will presumably be
beyond caring by then.
8. Vaults of Armours. This room contains many suits of
armour of the finest quality. Alas, pretty much
everything it contains is sized for dwarves. Scrawny
dwarves, at that.
9. Vault of Weapons. Many weapons (all of the greatest
quality, some magical, some made of exotic
materials) are stored here.
10. Vaults of the Gems. Piles of gemstones here.
11. Vault of Precious Metals. Besides a large amount of
gold in ingots or coins (and lesser amounts of other
precious metals), the main feature of this room are
two gates (identical to the ones in 7 in appearance
and function) that connect the treasure rooms with
the cart room.

4.3.5 Mines

5.

6.

Hall of Harmony. A floor mosaic with complicated
geometric forms is the most remarkable feature of
this room. There is an 80% probability of finding
Thôrgal, Gorkal and Baurg here, discussing how to
reach the treasure vaults. Seven orc warriors will be
with them. The gates to the next section have a new
poetic warning written in golden runes: Courage you
have shown, now Death shall be yours.”
Corridor of Death. The Petty Dwarves weren’t
exactly great poets, but they were great trap-builders.
This corridor contains just as many traps as the
previous one and there is no chance of these being
deactivated beforehand.

Deep in the heart of the mountain are the mines, from
which the dwarves obtained their ores and treasures. It has
been a long, long time since anyone has visited these
tunnels and they have become distinctly unsafe since the
days of glory of the citadel. Anyone coming down to this
level faces the possibility of cave-ins, toxic gas, gas
explosions, water filtration and worse.
1. Freight elevator.
2. Mine access. This is pretty much the last safe area.
The mines and its many hazards are all there is left
beyond this point.
3. Break room. Once upon a time, this room was used
by the miners to store their tools, recover from
backbreaking work or eat without going up to the
citadel proper. Nowadays, it is entirely empty.
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4.

Rail system. If the party wants an ore cart, they will
have to come here, where there are still two that
remain in good condition (one empty, another full of
ore).
xxx. The marked areas are all unsafe for one reason or
another. Whenever a PC passes through these, they must
roll 1d100 and if they score 5 or less, there will be a
disaster of some kind. If the result is an odd number, there
will be a cave in (results mechanically identical to a T4 trap
of the kind detailed in the section below). If the result is
even, the character will enter an area full of explosive gas,
so if he happens to carry a torch there will be a terrible

explosion (treat it like a Fireball with +90 offensive bonus).
Moreover, the explosion will make it 75% likely that there
will be a cave in immediately afterwards.
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5.0 The Adventure
Adventure Summary
The PCs are passing through Etraim, a small town in
Rhudaur. After staying for one day in the single inn in
town, they will have the opportunity to be hired by the local
Baron, whose only son has disappeared during a hunt.
During this mission, they will find ancient ruins and face
dangerous agents of the Witch-king.

5.1

THE TASK

This adventure scenario begins as a “simple” search and
rescue operation to find Hëlse, and escalates into an
extended dungeon crawl and maybe more.

5.2

STARTING THE PLAYERS

5.2.1 First Night in the Merry Salmon
The characters have come to Etraim for the annual wool
fair. Being adventurers, they seek opportunities to earn a
living as bodyguards, mercenaries and even (depending on
morals and alignment) contract killers. If the party is newly
formed, it is feasible to make them meet in The Merry
Salmon, ‘only decent inn in town’, according to its proud
owner, Mayol Softfoot. As a matter of fact, it is the only inn
in the entire barony.
Because of the fair, the inn is completely full of traders,
adventurers, minstrels and other usual kinds. This intense
demand has raised prices considerably, but service is still
perfectly adequate. During the first night, the PCs will have
the opportunity to be witness to a small festival of theatre,
music and singing in the inn’s comfortable common room.
Admittance is free, since Mayol has paid the artists out of
pocket to keep the guests happy.
If PCs are interested in the local news and rumour mill,
here are some of those that recently have been the talk of
the community (see sidebar). Roll 1d100, modify with
relevant skills (or just the Charisma bonus) and the result
will say what information they obtain.
There is a great deal of fun to be had this night. If there
are Hobbit PCs, they may earn some coins doing some
simple sleight-of-hand tricks for the audience and/or take
some coins from the moneybags of the unwary (in the case
of thieves). If there are bards or elves in the party, the
audience will demand (loudly and persistently) a song. If

RUMOUR TABLE
Result

Information

<04

The fair has yielded greater benefits than anticipated to
Mayol, who is now considering a better marriage
prospect for his daughter Disdre, possibly Roran, the
lord’s valet.

05-75

Hëlse, the Baron’s only son, went hunting in the
morning and isn’t back yet. His horse has reappeared
in the stables of the castle, but no one has seen hide
nor hair of the young man.

76-100

On the outskirts of town lives Dîrgol, an old Dúnadan
healer who seems to have vanished about two weeks
ago. The people believe him to be visiting his relatives
on the other side of the Dreen ford.

101-150 Old Logar, a peasant from the other side of the river,
swears up and down that he has seen orcs spying near
town. No one really believes it, since most simply
assume that he was drunk at the time (something of a
chronic condition for him).
151+

Hëlse and Disdre have been involved for some time
now, and have been planning their future marriage.
However, neither the Baron nor Mayol know about all
this, since neither of the young lovers has found the
courage to speak.

the PC accepts and starts singing, the results that can range
from being booed off the stage to being given the equivalent of 2d4 silver coins in small change. Hobbit artists
may hope to obtain the same kind of rewards, according to
the quality of their art.
After midnight, with most of the audience inebriated and
with some starting to enjoy the effects of a hangover, there
will be an act with a couple of sharp-tongued bards from
Tharbad who will start mocking members of the audience
to amuse the rest.
If there are dwarves in the room, the bards will unleash
their worst irony against them, since dwarves don’t suffer
fools gladly and are slow to forgive offence. Every dwarf in
the party will have to face a Very Hard (-20) Charisma
check and, if they fail, will demand apologies and amends
once the act ends.
Or, if they fail badly enough (by 50 points or more), will
jump onstage and start beating the damn bards then and
there. This will quickly descend into an old-fashioned barroom brawl that will soon involve everyone there. If any of
the PCs try to get away, they’ll have to pass a Hard (-10)
Stalk/Hide check. If they fail, some drunkard or another
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will whack them from behind with a stool and put them
back to square one.
It should be noted that if there is a fight, it should be
treated as a matter of fisticuffs (with some kicks thrown in
for good measure) and avoiding the use of weaponry
should be suggested to the PCs, if they fail to realize this.
At any rate, Mayol the innkeeper will send word to the
town watch, to get them to help restore the peace. Any PC
still involved in the fighting once they arrive (some twenty
rounds after the start of the fight), will be arrested and
taken to the keep’s dungeons, where they will be left for the
night.

Some examples of bardic wit
•
•

•
•
•

You should appreciate the little things in life, man.
Go hug a dwarf.
A dwarf, a man and an elf walk into a bar and order a
pint, when some flies land in their drinks. The elf is
disgusted and now won’t drink his. The man shrugs
and flicks it off. The dwarf is outraged and tries to
make the fly spit out the beer it has drunk.
Just the other day I met a dwarf that lost his beard in
an accident. He was so ugly that I finally got why
they all have them.
Know what dwarves like better than one beer barrel?
TWO beer barrels.
Never ask a dwarf to pick up a bill. They are always
a little short.

5.2.2 Looking for Hëlse
If there wasn’t a bar brawl in The Merry Salmon.
Next morning, all those PCs who partook of the alcoholic
beverages shall be operating with a -10 penalty to activity
all morning, as a result of a monster hangover, unless they
pass a Hard (-10) Constitution check. At this time, the town
will be in full-blown fair mode, with traders selling the
strangest things and the stockbreeders selling their animals
in the pens set up outside the town proper. If the PCs visit
the fair, they will see some very queer and unusual things
for north-eastern Eriador, such as fire-eaters, fortune tellers,
sword-swallowers, jugglers and exotic dancers.
If there was a bar brawl in The Merry Salmon.
The PCs who got involved in the fighting will be taken to
the castle dungeons, where they will stay until dawn. After
sunrise, they will be taken to the market square and locked
in the stocks, as is traditional for thieves and troublemakers

(murderers get a one way trip to the gallows instead).
There, they will be pelted with rotten farm produce by the
mobs.
Midday in the market-place. That’s the time and place in
which the adventure proper will get started. The Baron’s
son went hunting the day before and, during the afternoon
of the previous day, the horse returned extremely tired and
rider-less. Immediately, the Baron sent some of his guards
to comb the nearby forests, but that hasn’t worked and
nothing has been heard of the young man for over twenty
four hours by now. Now, the old Baron has decided that his
watch is formed by good-for-nothing idiots and has decided
to hire some adventurers to get things done and his son
found.
At midday, in the market square, the watch will clear
some of the people to leave space for Geofen, captain of the
town watch, who will demand silence by shouting very
loudly, before reading the following proclamation:
People of Etraim and visitors,

In case there is someone who still
hasn’t heard the news, my son has
disappeared during a hunt. I am a sick
and tired old man and, since the
death of my late wife, my son has
become my only joy in life. The watch
has failed to locate him all day
yesterday and I cannot leave the
town without protection.
For these reasons, I have decided to
look for bold, brave men, willing to
find and bring back my son. Even if
only his corpse is brought back, I will
pay handsomely for it.
Half a silver penny I shall pay,
straight-away, to all those willing to
help look for him, and a hundred gold
coins I shall give whoever brings my
son or his corpse back, as well as my
everlasting gratitude.

Jeinal, Lord of Etraim
After finishing with the announcement, Vegost (second in
command of the town watch) will set up a table in a corner
of the market to compile a list of those willing to help with
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the search (up to a maximum of 30) and to pay them the
promised half penny.
The search can be organized in any way that is deemed
convenient, although Vegost will suggest they join efforts
with some natives if there are less than four PCs in the
party, seeing that they probably don’t know the area
particularly well.
Once the volunteers are ready, they will be provided with
what little info is available. Namely, that Hëlse left early
the day before, with the stated intention of hunting down a
deer (the Baron’s favourite kind of meat) and then
disappeared without a trace. It will also be suggested that
the seekers comb the forests around Etraim, in spite of the
watch’s failure the day before, seeing that they had neither
the time nor the manpower to conduct a decent search.
Outside of town, the PCs will encounter an odd character,
Resdid. He is a slim individual who will approach them
asking for a moment of their time and who will offer to act
as their guide. If the party members are reluctant to let him
help, Resdid will argue that they are wasting a good chance
of getting the reward, since he is a good friend of Hëlse and
knows the places where he usually hunts. Any PC who
wishes to do so can do a Hard (-10) Intelligence check and,
if they pass it, will realize that they are being lied to.
Resdid, if challenged, will shut up and add nothing.
GM Note: Resdid is actually Disdre, daughter of Mayol
Softfoot, the innkeeper of The Merry Salmon. Since her
lover disappeared, Disdre has wanted to go looking for him
on her own, however she is sensible enough to realize that
this means dangers too great for a young, inexperienced girl
who is unused to the ways of the forest to handle.
Since she didn’t want to be identified, she disguised
herself as a man (did a good job of it, too) and picked the
PCs as the best group for her purposes. Regardless of other
reasons, Disdre wants to go with them without revealing
her identity or true gender and is willing to pay them (up to
five silver pennies), if they are willing to allow her to join
the party.
She also has some hard info to bargain with. The last
time she saw Hëlse, he told her that he intended to marry
her four days later in the party at the end of the annual fair
and, more interestingly, that he was going to try to hunt in
the Dwarf Woods and would come back before sunset. She
also knows that when visiting that forest, Hëlse rested near
a place called Swan Lagoon.
Disdre is dressed like a young farmhand with a hooded
cloak that partially hides her features. If she removes it,

they won’t be able to recognize them, unless any of the PCs
paid special attention the previous day and, even then,
recalling her would require a Hard (-10) Intelligence check.
She has cut her hair and bound her chest tightly (which
causes her to have difficulties breathing, resulting in
stamina issues). There is a 5% chance of her collapsing for
each round of intense activity (such as running or climbing
rough terrain).
She has two magical items, one a masterwork dagger
made by dwarves (+10 offensive bonus), with a rune that
makes it return to the hand of it’s owner thrice a day, and
her cloak, gifted to her mother by Dîrgol and which carries
a minor blessing cast by a powerful elf-woman back in the
day (+10 Foraging).
Once the group is on the move, the obvious place to look
is the Dwarf Woods. Should they have teamed up with
Resdid, ‘he’ will take them straight to Swan Lagoon. If they
refused to let ‘him’ join, they are going to need to pass a
Sheer Folly (-50) check to find it (modified by Tracking,
Perception, or Knowledge – Local Geography). The party
can make one such check each hour. They also must make
one roll every hour they stay in the forest, to determine
whether they run into someone or something. If they score
20 or less, there is a random encounter determined through
use of the table below.
After reaching Swan Lagoon, the players will have to
look for signs of Hëlse’s presence. Luckily, it hasn’t rained
in the last few days, so tracking him down shouldn’t be a
big issue, even if it has been some time now. Thus, with a
success on a Very Hard (-20) Tracking roll, they’ll be able
to find faint footprints in the lagoon’s southern shore, while
an Absolute Success or a second successful Tracking roll
will reveal wolf paw-prints of unusual depth in the area
(suggesting a very heavy animal). Following the track of
footprints requires a Hard (-10) Tracking roll every 15
minutes (Very Hard, if this is done during the night and the
tracker lacks night-vision).
After following the footprints for approximately 600
meters, the party will find a large clearing in the forest,
some 100 meters wide and full of high grass and scrub. At
the other side of the clearing, there is a small limestone
cliff, 30 meters tall, with its base hidden by small trees and
brush. This is part of a small rock formation at the centre of
the forest. Resdid, if asked about this, will admit that he has
never been in this part of the forest and didn’t know about
this clearing.
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Following the footprints will take them to a point in
which the tall grass has been crushed (one Easy Tracking
roll here will reveal that this was caused by the fall of a
large animal) and a nearby area of muddy terrain with
many footprints and some dry blood in the surface of a
nearby rock. The footprints they have been following
continue in the general direction of the cliff and disappear
under the thorny bushes there.
GM Note: The footprints near the lagoon are Hëlse’s,
while the paw-prints were made by the mounts of a couple
of orc wolf-riders who were scouting their perimeter. The
day before, Hëlse was resting near the lagoon when he was
discovered by the wolf-riders. Unfortunately for him, he
was unable to reach his horse in time and tried to flee on
foot, first going into the thick of the forest and then heading
for high ground, in the hopes that the orcs would be unable
to follow.
He failed to put them off his scent, but the terrain slowed
them enough that he was able to stay ahead for several
minutes of frantic escape. Upon reaching the clearing, he
hid in the tall grass and was able to make the first wolf to
show up trip by using a stick. This sent the orc flying and
left the warg stunned for a few moments, allowing Hëlse to
kill beast and rider with his short-sword. Before the other
wolf-rider could appear, the young nobleman managed to

The Cave

hide himself inside the brush growing under the shadow of
the cliff.
Upon finding the deceased orc, the other wolf-rider
stopped his search and blew a horn. This brought to the
clearing five orcs, two of them wolf-riders. While some of
them carried away their dead companion and the warg
carcass, the three wolf-riders stayed behind and made their
beasts sniff the ground, obviously intending to resume the
chase and kill him for good. In the hopes of staying hidden,
Hëlse crawled deeper into the shrub, and after finding a
hidden mouth of a small cave in the rock wall entered it. He
initially hoped to stay there for a number of hours, before
making a run for Etraim, but things didn’t turn out like that
for him.

5.2.3 The Cave
The players, once they reach the rock wall, must search
again for Hëlse. Seeing that the rocky terrain here makes
leaving footprints impossible, the PCs will need a success
in an Extremely Difficult (-30) Tracking roll, in order to
find his trail again.
Once they find it again, they will eventually locate a
small cave in the cliff, hidden by a large number of bushes
(1). The entrance is just large enough for a small bear to
pass through, so characters over 1,5 m in height are gonna
have to mind their heads, to put it mildly. However, after a
number of meters like this, the top of the cave rises up to a
height of some three meters. It is cool and somewhat
clammy in there, but not so much that it is annoying. It is
also extremely dark in there to the point that only dwarves
will be able to see anything without torches, and that’s
definitely a concern, because if the PCs head for the back
of the cave there is a 30% chance of the character in front
falling down a hole in the ground (2) that will only be
detected by passing a Very Hard (-20) Perception check. If
the character fails, he will fall down and if there was
anyone right behind there is still a 20% chance of fall,
unless a Hard (-10) Perception check is passed.
GM Note: Hëlse entered the cave to hide from the orcs,
but unfortunately fell down the hole and landed in the water
well at the bottom, where he currently is dead tired and
near to drowning. If convenient, there may be signs of his
presence near the hole (his weapon, a scrap of clothing…)
to give the PCs a hint. If you have trouble visualizing the
hole, look at the diagram below.
Whether a player falls down or they merely decide to
investigate it, they will soon discover that the way down is
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steep and slippery, having been turned into pretty much a
toboggan by the fall of water. Without a rope, climbing up
would require success in a Sheer Folly Climbing manoeuvrer per round.
Anyone who falls down the hole will have ended in a
deep well of stale water, where they will find Hëlse, barely
conscious by now. The walls are so slippery that they won’t
be able to get a decent grip, no matter what, and they will
need to face high difficulty Swimming checks to stay afloat
(adjust the level according to the equipment and gear
carried by the character, but make it hard). Even trying to
get rid of some of this will require, at least, Extremely Hard
Agility manoeuvrers (modified with relevant skills). Failures here will result in the PC’s death by drowning within

1d6 rounds. Rescue attempts
using ropes, will have a
somewhat easier time, with the
relevant Climbing manoeuvrers
being two degrees easier.
It goes without saying that all
this happens in pitch black
darkness, adding a great deal of
confusion and uncertainty to the
situation.
If the PCs that are in the water try to get out on their own,
they should first be allowed to
make an Absurd Perception
check, to try to locate a decent
foothold to start climbing
(making it a couple degrees
easier for dwarves, perhaps). If
they succeed in the roll, they
will faintly notice an air current
passing over their heads. Use of
torches near the hole above will
also reveal something similar,
pointing the existence of
another exit nearby.
Characters who manage to
escape from the well will
eventually be able to find a
chamber carved in the rock and
once they have light they will
be able to identify dwarven
motifs in the decoration, as well
as a doorway jammed by a
rotten door.

5.3

AIDS

The primary aid is provided by Disdre, disguised as
Resdid.
Dîrgol is included to provide any advice, encouragement,
and healing assistance that the PCs may need. Under no
circumstances however will he “blow his cover” to accompany the party on any adventure, especially not an armed
assault on the Citadel. Nor will he reveal his true nature and
purpose: he will maintain his cover as an eccentric healer at
all times, even if he comes to trust the party.
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5.4

OBSTACLES

5.4.1 Traps of the Citadel
The Petty-dwarves created a number of traps for the
defence of their Citadel, making it difficult for invading
enemies to conquer it. All the traps have a mechanism that
makes it possible to deactivate them (except for those in the
Vault Level, of course) with a lever located in 21 of the
Entry Level. The orcs have learned to use this system and
every six hours activate it to change the guard of the gates.
The sound of this can be heard all over the citadel (Easy
Perception roll to hear it).
T1. Blade trap. Perhaps the most unpleasant kind of trap
designed by the Petty Dwarves. Triggered by a floor
tile when something heavier than 25kg (50 lb)
touches it, the trap causes several blades to emerge
from the walls to skewer the unfortunate victim. Its
effect is equivalent to being hit by 1d4 broadswords
(+35 offensive bonus). This trap is Very Hard (-20)
to detect and Hard (-10) to deactivate.

T2. Spike pit trap. This trap is a huge pit, some 20 meters
deep, 3 meters wide and 4 meters long, hidden under
two large stone slabs. These are carefully balanced
so that if a weight greater than 25 kg (50 lb) rests
upon them, they will swing down and make the
unfortunate soul to fall down. At the bottom of the
pit, there are many pointy and sharp spikes that point
up, so upon landing the victim suffers the equivalent
of 2d4 spear attacks (+50 offensive bonus each), plus
the fall damage. Moreover, within six rounds of
being activated, the stone slabs will return to their
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previous position, leaving survivors sealed in utter
darkness until they die. This trap is Hard (-10) to
detect and cannot be deactivated. At most, it can be
avoided by having someone jump over the pit and set
up a safety rope or some such thing over the trap, a
manoeuvrer with a fair degree of difficulty for
whoever attempts it.
T3. Pendulum trap. It can be considered an even messier
variant of the blade trap. Though the trigger is
roughly the same, the tile here is designed to pivot
and pin down the victim, to ensure maximum
damage when a pendulum released from a hidden
alcove in the ceiling makes its impact. In short, any
victim that fails an Extremely Hard (-30) manoeuvrer modified by Agility and other relevant skills,
will be trapped by the tile and experience an attack
equivalent to a two-handed axe blow (+75 offensive
bonus). Those who manage to avoid being pinned
down, will still have to pass one further Hard (-10)
manoeuvrer with the same modifiers to avoid the
swinging pendulum. The trap is Very Hard (-20) to
detect and Hard (-10) to deactivate.
T4. Falling block trap. This is designed to kill intruders
quickly, but messily. It is triggered by an area of tiles
3m wide and 3m long. If something over 25
kilograms (50 lbs) steps on them, a mechanism
holding the part of the ceiling immediately above the
trigger (a stone block some 60 tons heavy) will
release its burden. The impact will generally result in

the instant death of anyone who happened to be
below, though some quick agility manoeuvrers with
a suitably high difficulty could conceivably allow
victims-to-be to avoid their demise. This trap was
designed to block entire sections of the fortress
against invading enemies and thus does not
automatically reset after some time. This trap is Very
Hard (-20) to detect and just as difficult to
deactivate.

5.5

REWARDS

No specific solid information about the contents of the
treasure chambers is included in this adventure, to allow
GMs to modify this to their liking, whether they use this as
a stand-alone adventure or the start of a campaign of their
own.

5.6

AFTERWARDS

The next adventure scenario in the series The Shadow in
the North is The Sacrifice.
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6.0 Encounters
A random encounter table is provided for the general
area, if needed.

6.1

EVENTS OF NOTE IN THE CITADEL

If the PCs have a random encounter with the orcs and
wargs on patrol in the forest, one of them will try to escape
and warn his allies in the Citadel. If he manages to do so,
five additional orc warriors will be sent as reinforcements.
If players enter the Citadel through the cave, there is a
20% chance of running into Baurg in the room they use as
point of ingress.
All traps in the Citadel, excluding those of the Vault
level, are controlled by the lever located in 21 of the Entry
Level. If a state of alarm is declared by the orc
commanders, whether because of the failure to report of a
patrol or fighting with PCs, all traps will be activated at
once. Orcs already know where they are located, having

paid in blood for this knowledge during their days of
exploring this citadel.
Approximately every six hours there is a change of the
guard. To do this, the orcs at 21 of the Entry Level first
deactivate the traps using the lever and then reactivate them
at once. This can be felt in the entire Citadel thanks to the
mechanical noise it causes.
The day in which the players enter the Citadel, Thôrgal is
around overseeing Golkar and Baurg in their attempt to
reach the main treasure chambers. If an alarm is raised,
they will go up to fight the players. If the PCs are captured,
they will later be questioned about their presence in the
fortress and their plans. Thôrgal will later pick the best
looking prisoner and take him or her to the town inside an
empty barrel in a cart. Using his official identity as Baran,
wine merchant, Thôrgal will take the prisoner to Etraim in
this fashion, where he intends to sacrifice the unfortunate in
a dark ceremony in the abandoned temple there.
The players, dead or dying, will be turned into fresh meat
for the orcs and wargs. If the evil ones think that someone
escaped, they will comb the entire fortress. If someone
manages to escape and bring word to Etraim, the orcs and
wargs will abandon the citadel taking their prisoners with
them. They will return to Angmar, where the PCs will end
as slaves of some orc chieftain or troll food, particularly if
they try to escape and fail to do so.
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7.0 Tables
RANDOM ENCOUNTERS IN THE BARONY OF ETRAIM
Road

Open Fields

Forest

Encounter

Day

Night

Day

Night

Day

Night

01-10

01-10

01-05

01-05

01-05

01-05

11-30

11-15

-

-

-

-

Merchant caravan, 1d8 wagons.

31-40

16-20

06-15

06-10

06-10

-

1d10+3 bandits, doing their usual business.

41-45

21-25

-

-

-

-

2d4 dwarves.

46-55

26-35

16-35

11-20

11-35

06-15

1d8 deer.

56-65

36-45

36-55

21-40

36-50

16-30

Boar. 30% chance of finding a female with young that will attack.

66-75

46-60

56-70

41-55

51-60

31-45

1d10 wolves.

76-80

61-65

71-80

56-60

61-70

46-55

Bear. 30% chance of finding a female with young that will attack.

81-90

66-75

81-90

61-70

71-80

56-65

Snake. 20% chance of poisonous species.

-

-

-

-

81-90

66-75

One huorn.

91-95

76-85

91-95

71-80

91-95

76-85

1d8 goblin raiders.

96-00

86-95

96-00

81-90

96-00

86-90

1d6 orc wolf riders, mounted on wargs.

-

96-00

-

91-00

-

91-00

One forest troll.

1d10+2 elves, just passing through the area.

Note: First, the party must roll 2d10. If the result is greater than 25, there is no encounter. Otherwise, there is an encounter and its nature can be
determined through use of the table above and another 2d10 roll, depending on their location at the time.

COMBAT SUMMARIES
NPC/#

Lvl HP MM AT DB

Sh/Helm/Gr/Br

OB melee

OB ranged Notes

Bear, large/-

3

150

+30

SL +30

-/-/-/-

+70Bi/+65Cl

-

Animal, Speed FA, Size L, Crit Reg.

Huorn/-

20

350

+0

Ch +20

-/-/-/-

+75Ba

-

Creature, Speed VS, Size L, Crit Huge

Wolf (Dog, large)/-

3

110

+30

SL +25

-/-/-/-

+70Bi

-

Animal, Speed FA, Size L, Crit Reg.

Warg/12

5

85

+40

No +45

-/-/-/-

+70Bi

-

Creature, Speed VF, Size L, Crit Reg.

Orc (Wolf-rider)/12

1

45

+10

SL +25

N/Yl/N/N

+45sp

+45da

Common Orc, Scout

Orc (Warrior)/50

3

60

+10

RL +35

Yw/Ym/Yl/N

+60sc

+45sb

Common Orc, Warrior

Codes: see below
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Forge of the Petty-dwarves (Revised Edition). Being a fan-made adventure
scenario for the Middle-earth Role Playing game system, set in Rhudaur,
Middle-earth, TA 1640. By Juan Francisco Cucharero Cabezas & VJ Schiavoni Rev. June 2020

MAJOR NPCS
NPC
Golkar

Lvl HP MM AT
3

81

+15

Ch

DB
+50

Sh/Helm/Gr/Br

OB melee

Yw+10/Ym+5/N/N +89ha/+59wh/+64sp

OB ranged
+54ha

Notes
Orc, Warrior.

ST +35 AG +10 CO +25 IT -5 IN -5 CH -10. Items: +15ha (thrown), returns ×2/day; +10 shield; +5 helm.
Baurg

2

55

+15

RL

+15

N/N/N/N

+72sc/+67da

+47da

Half-Orc, Scout.

ST +20 AG +15 CO +20 IT +0 IN +0 CH -5. Items: +15 scimitar; +10 dagger, returns ×3/day, 3 doses poison on a C crit.
Thôrgal Lein

5

59

+15

N

+10

N/N/N/N

+70da

+25da

Human, Black Númenórean, Mage
(Evil)

ST+15 AG+10 CO+15 IT+30 IN+30 CH+5. +70 Directed Spells. PP: 3×5(level)×2(brooch)=30. Items: +15 dagger (special: additional crits &
bleeding); Brooch ×2PP; Spell lists: Essence Hand, Essence Perceptions, Spell Ways, Spirit Mastery, Darkness Law (actually it is Light Law
but substitute Darkness instead of Light), Fire Law, and Lofty Bridge.
Disdre

2

30

+20

N

+10

N/N/N/N

+45da

+30da

Human, Urban Woman, Animist

ST+10 AG+10 CO+5 IT+10 IN+10 CH+10. +24 Directed spells. PP: 2×2(level)=4. Item: +10 dagger, returns ×3/day; Cloak +10 Foraging;
Ring +2 Spell Adder.
Hëlse Jeinal

2

43

+20

SL

+20

N/N/N/N

+61ss

+5

N/N/N/N

+67qs

+41cb/+36sp Human, Urban Man, Warrior

ST+15 AG+15 CO+5 IT+5 IN+5 CH+5.
Dîrgol

10

66

+15

No

+57da

Lesser Dúnadan Animist

ST+5 AG+5 CO+0 IT+5 IN+15 CH+0. +35 Directed Spells. PP: 2(IN)×10(level)×3(staff)=60. Item: staff ×3PP, +10OB. Spell lists (11): all (8)
Open Channelling lists, plus Bone/Muscle Ways, Blood Ways, and Organ Ways, all to 10th level.
Codes: Lvl = Level; HP = Hits; MM = Movement & Maneuver Bonus (in AT); AT = Armor Type; DB = Defensive Bonus(includes shield); Sh
= Shield(+bonus; N = None; w = wood, m = metal); Helm/Gr/Br = Helm/Greaves/Bracers (+bonus; N = None; l = leather, m = metal); OB =
Offensive Bonus (r = range; R = radius); PP = Power Points (Chan = Channeling, Ess = Essence); DS = Directed Spells; BS = Base Spells.
Weapons Codes: da = dagger; bs = broadsword; cb = crossbow; ha = hand-axe; ja = javelin; lb = longbow; lcb = light crossbow; ma
= mace; qs = quarter staff; sb = short bow; sc = scimitar; sp = spear; ss = short sword; wh = war-hammer.
Creature OB Codes: L = Large; Ba = bash; Bi = bite; Cl = claw; Gr = grapple; We = weapon.
Armor Types: No = No armor; SL = Soft Leather; RL = Rigid Leather; Ch = Chain Mail; Pl = Plate Armor.

Coda
To be continued in The Sacrifice…
From the original Translator:
“Notes from the translator: Back in the day, this was
perhaps the first attempt I ever saw to make a fan-written
adventure of high quality and was very impressed by some of
the work done by the author, particularly the floor plans of the
dwarven citadel.
Now, years later, I can see that some of the adventure
background doesn’t fit particularly well either MERP’s official
timeline or Tolkien’s writings, but it is still a worthy effort that
doesn’t deserve to be forgotten or lost to electronic oblivion.
Thus, having been given permission by the author several
years ago to modify his work for inclusion in my own
campaign, I’ve decided to translate this to English in the

hopes that it will be useful for someone. I’ve also done slight
mechanical modifications, which made playing the game
easier when my group faced the perils of the Forge of the Petty
Dwarves.
Namarië.”
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